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O. Jamie Walsh, The Revenants

It’s taken a while to get here, but The Revenants is finally 
published in a limited, numbered hardback edition of  
100, to be released on the 12th of  February, 2022. A 
paperback will follow if  there is demand— 

Steeped in peninsular folklore, The Revenants follows 
on (but is no way a sequel to) The Settlements in that the 
book forms the journal of  a fictional self. 

Written in the hours of  darkness, in the edgelands of  
consciousness where thoughts are still part-dream, The 
Revenants is plotless and meandering by design, follow-
ing narratives that spiral away into nothing, or open out 
into sinister/haunting tales. 

These books are difficult to pin down - they are the 
origin for the caveat It might not be for you - yet they are 
the books closest to the Broodcomb heart: both weird-
ly inventive and inventively weird, promising diverting 
explorations into spiders, the void, a strange fixation 
with foxes and balloons, a tea-house and a psychoactive 
lemon—

Self-portrait



from The Revenants, ‘Found music’

Otto Fiore, a composer in the settlement of  Sound/Music, 
worked with chance. The Messrs Peale had taken me to see 
his Autumn Sonata, which was written by falling leaves. Fiore 
took time-lapse aerial photographs of  all the railway switch-
es in the settlements and read the junctions as staves, record-
ing as notes where leaves fell on-and-between the rails. The 
resulting music had no coherence or rhythm whatsoever. I 
was due to meet the composer after the recital, but he left 
early as a member of  the audience further up the greeting 
line had punched him in the face. 

Fiore later explored the chance effects of  tapping hands. 
He filmed persistent finger tappers from secret: the impa-
tient, those waiting, or the simply nervous or prodigal with 
energy, and (with permission) patients suffering from anxi-
ety, Parkinson’s or delirium tremens. The films he made were 
analysed by a recognition machine that used lasers to map 
the randomly tapping fingers to where they would fall on an 
actual piano. Certain rules were set—

(i) a person’s arm span was taken as the length of  their in-
dividual imaginary keyboard
(ii) where they ‘played’ octave-wise was dictated by how far 
their fingers tapped away from their body. Men tapped fur-
thest from the body so, dependent on whether they tapped 
with their left or right hand, the music kept to the high or 
the low notes. Women kept their hands close to the body 
so stayed mid-keyboard. Children, if  they tapped fingers at 
all, ranged wildly over the whole seven octaves
(iii) if  the person shifted their position, the imaginary piano 
did not, which led to sudden key changes.

The music was painful, poor. Mostly the result was two 
or three notes hammered in a regular sequence: a sound like 
cats settling on a piano. It was cacophony, persistent and 
maddening if  the player didn’t track right or left. The films 
of  these people playing are challenging. If  Fiore had not in-
terpreted their fingers, there would be no sound, and all that

would be seen would be people harmlessly tapping their fin-
gers. Hearing the racket they did not make leads you to hate them. 

“I wonder,” said Fiore, “if  animals pick up on this mean-
ingless static. Humans might do something that has no mean-
ing and that they do not notice, but that creatures interpret, 
and it is perhaps murder to them. 

“I can imagine birds being driven insane by whistling. 
Cats might be able to hear our eyes turn in their sockets and 
the sound, like a wet rag on a window, makes them shriek 
internally. Squeaky shoes make rats scream until they shit.”

The sound-tracked films are unwatchable, yet now and 
again a subject produced music uncanny and familiar. To find 
music in the random movement of  bored or ill people’s fin-
gers was strange, a buried meaning. In Parkinson’s patients, 
repetition became an hypnotic and insistent arpeggio turning 
intricate rounds as if  mimicking the unpicking of  the inter-
nal knot of  their minds. Fragments of  music, ditties, phrases 
suddenly cohered out of  the static. 

Fiore treasured this found music. “I hear it in dreams 
now,” he said, “music as if  around me are the ghosts of  the 
unworded.” 

A man drumming his suitcase on a bus hit a fourteen-sec-
ond melody of  extraordinary sweetness. A young woman in 
the Mind asylum wrote a beautiful, slow, melancholic, dis-
cordant piece with aspects of  Saint-Saëns, Carnival of  the An-
imals. The sight of  her in her white room, with the rising 
notes playing music dictated by the chance tapping of  her 
fingers, is eerie as a siren. 

“For some,” Fiore said, “finding beauty in chance occur-
rence is meaningless, but for me it is evidence harmony is 
not in the eye and ear of  the beholder but exists without us, 
and that harmonic truth has meaning beyond the human.”



from R. Ostermeier Therapeutic Tales, ‘Conkertop’

One of  my first clients when opening the counselling prac-
tice on the peninsula was a girl, nrn Alice. She came from one 
of  the moor villages around Tinton, and the family knew 
Peter de Frees, who was not exactly a friend but one of  
those bonds of  misfortune that linger because you’ve both 
endured an experience that stripped you of  your masks, a 
connection as lifelong as one you have with someone who 
has seen you physically naked. 

I told de Frees I didn’t work with children. He ignored 
me. “Some indication of  where we might look next, that’s 
all. The change in her is so profound. I think it’s shock,” he 
offered, “but it’s been weeks now. She won’t talk.” 

He explained she’d gone missing from her home and 
found a day later in the ring of  yews on the hill above the 
village. It was winter, and temperatures had fallen far below 
zero overnight, but no one had sheltered her. The girl was 
nine, once full of  idiot glee and now silent, absent. Ever 
since her return, she’d been trying to leave her home at night, 
so insistent that her parents locked her in her bedroom, but 
now she scratched at her door crying piteous tears. The sit-
uation sounded beyond me, then de Frees added a detail I 
didn’t quite hear— 

“She seems hollow, did you say?”
He shook his head. “She seems followed,” he replied. 
I’d only lived on the peninsula a matter of  months at that 

time, and though I’d made a tour of  sites of  folkloric or psy-
chogeographical significance, often sleeping out so I could 
walk long, uninterrupted distances over a weekend, I’d not 
come across the ring of  yews. De Frees was shrewd, and he 
knew the hook he’d baited. 

“I’ll meet with her,” I said, “but I’m telling you now I 
know no one to refer her onto. It’ll take me time to build 
contacts here.” 

It was the end of  the practice day. I followed him past Tin-
ton and on up to the high moor. De Frees was ahead of  me 
driving in the country way – reckless, stabby on the brake, ac-
celerating into blind corners – and I was thankful we were the

only ones on the road. He drove a knackered roller-skate 
sports car. I let him pull ahead of  me so the red glow of  his 
tail lights at the foot of  the hedgerows was the only guide I 
had until we purred over the cattle grid at the edge of  the 
moor. 

I love driving on the moor in the evening. I drive slowly 
because of  the sheep, the hares, the moor ponies, and this 
gives time to absorb the twilight beauty of  the desolate land 
leading to the high tors. All becomes silhouette, and what 
creatures move might be mythical out there in the dark. Here 
and there a light might glow in a cottage, but the moor at 
dusk feels like a place unwise for humans to enter. 

I lost de Frees on the road, but Ewede – pronounced /
ju:d/ – was signposted. When I got to the village, he was 
idling in a passing place on the lane leading in. I pulled along-
side his car, and he pointed to the wooded hill. 

“We’ll park in the square,” he said. “Follow me.” 
Centred in his headlights was a wooden bus shelter. A 

ratty length of  string held dying flowers, tiny cloth bears 
hanging by their arms and cards hooked on by the spine. He 
followed my gaze. 

“An accident,” he said. “A child waiting for the school bus 
slipped in the wet as a car was passing and fell into the road. 
Chris Dawe. Didn’t stand a chance.”

The ring of  yews was not accessible by road. A path led 
up through the woods behind the village, the beaten earth 
full of  tree roots so de Frees kept his torch at foot level. To 
be in the woods after dark in the cold, especially seeing as I’d 
been happily making for home only an hour before, was a 
heady experience. 

When the path levelled off, we stopped to catch our 
breath. The trees here were crooked, ancient, the canopy so 
low I felt I might stretch a hand up and it would be seen 
above the trees. The thought held a similar fear to putting a 
foot on the floor as a child, a creature there hungry to bite 
it off  whole. Shadows grew all around, and it was simple to 
think them peopled, casually inhabited darknesses. 

Therapeutic Tales will be released in the spring of  2022



Other News

Some reviews have been posted on the Broodcomb thread 
of  the Thomas Ligotti Online site. Thank you to everyone 
who has supported Broodcomb Press on that forum—

≈

J.M. Walsh’s retelling of Jonah is still on its way, although it is 
unlikely to see publication until 2023.  

≈

The new R. Ostermeier collection of  stories, Therapeutic Tales, 
will be published in the spring, and there are plans for a very 
exciting collaboration. 

More news will follow in the next edition—

≈

from The Night of  Turns

I have a bowl of  strength things:
a black band and a piebald stone.

My stone is hollow; in its forming
(to bleed the clay of  stress) a pin-
hole allows in a scratch of  light.

This band and stone form an ur-
engine of  leashed use, a device
of  deciding-it-is-so with power
enough for fear to be returned
to the wider machine. 

  No room
beyond the present is of  any concern;
only now and I remain.

The world turns in motored quiet:
a beehive humming in its black suit.

__________________________________________
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